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International Food 
& Drink Event 
Representatives from the Identica planning, 
client services and international teams headed to the 
IFE at London’s Excel centre this week. Despite the 
size of huge exhibitions like this, a number of new 
products and interesting brands shone through, 
and so, for those of you who were unable to attend 
in person, here is what particularly struck us.  

This year’s event was defined by the sheer volume of 
popcorn and coconut water brands that have emerged 
over the last twelve months. There was also an 
abundance of cold-pressed juice brands all competing 
for a small percentage of the marketplace.

And so as we emerge from recession, there were plenty 
of new things to see.
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Liquid Innovation
It’s post-recession and we are seeing a lot of innovation 
occurring in the soft drink category. New consumption 

moments are being created and filled rapidly.

Table water of the highest quality. 
It’s production is based on a concept 
which recreates the natural formation 
and melting of glaciers.

Nueva Melt Water Original

It’s a meal in a bottle with yoghurt, 
oats and fruit and no added 
sugar. Best served chilled.

Moma! Oatie Shake

A refreshing green tea with 
delicious pearls of lychee. 
The pack comes with a straw 
to suck up the pearls.

Jools Lychee Green Tea

Birch water has been drunk in Northern 
and Eastern Europe for many years, 
Sibberi’s trick has been to give a shelf life 
longer than 4 weeks.

Sibberi Raw Birch Water
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Format Flex
Time-poor consumers are demanding products which 
seamlessly make their lives more convenient. Either 

through product or packaging innovations, brands are 
becoming more flexible with their formats.

Just add boiling water and hey 
presto away you go! It comes 
with either Nutella Golden Syrup.

Mornflake Top Porridge

This paper can shorty smoothie has 
the same shelf life as the bottles.

Froosh 150ml smoothie

Yowk is a pre-boiled egg that just 
needs warming up. It comes with 
3 pre-cut soldiers and a spoon. 

Yowk Pre-boiled Egg
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New Snacks
The snacking category has always delivered innovation  

year on year at the IFE. Here’s a nice round up.

Small curls of coconut and 
a pinch of Rock Salt.

Ape Crispy Coconut Curls

Pitta Chips with four flavour variants. 
You don’t need dips as the flavourings 
are tasty enough. Humus may help. 

Soffle’s Pitta Chips

Flavoured, pip-less olives in a resealable 
bag make them great for on-the-move.

OLOVES

Overtly feminine these fruit crisps 
come in flavours such as crunchy 
pineapple, apple and banana.

Emily Fruit Crisps
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New Taste Experiences
We seem to be pushing the boundaries of flavour 
combinations and taste textures more than ever 

before. Consumers experimentation threshold has 
increased, especially with luxe and indulgent purchases.

Sweet Virtues’ truffles come in a 
range of flavours from Lime & Chia to 
Boabab & Vanilla.

Sweet Virtues Maqui Berry Truffles

Very simply, it’s ice cream 
made with coconut milk.

OkoBay Coconut Milk 
Ice Cream

Why not start cooking with Something Fishy 
Irish Shellfish Butter. Flavours include asian 
infusion, original dulse and sweet onion.

iASC Something Fishy

Peruvian lucuma is nature’s caramel, with 
golden flesh and a natural rich and creamy taste.

OPPO Salted Caramel with Lucuma
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In conclusion

To conclude our trip to the IFE this year it became 
clear to us that new products and brands need to invest 
in design and positioning, to be credible contenders.

We at Identica have been helping many new start-ups 
create an identity and compete with or even become 
the market leader.

It was great to see our client Booost Trading at IFE 
with Pip Organic. Our work together has paid off 
and we were delighted with winning a DBA Design 
Effectiveness Award in 2015.
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